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a b s t r a c t
This paper presents a new application of complex network theory and tools to digital image
analysis and computer vision problems in order to detect interest points in digital images.
We associate a weighted geometrical and fast computable complex network to each image
and then we propose two different methods to locate these feature points based on both
local and global (spectral) centrality measures of the corresponding network.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In many image processing and computer vision applications, feature detection is a basic and essential step [1]. Some
of the lowest-level features to be detected in an image are the specific positions of some distinguishable points such as
corners, edge points, or straight line points. In fact, interest points are a set of pixels in an image which are characterized
by a mathematically well-founded definition [2]. These key points (usually, the corners which appear at the intersection
of two or more image edges) present some interesting properties [3]: in particular, they have a clearly defined position
in the image space, they are rich in terms of information content, and they are also stable on local and global changes in
the image domain. These point variations are mainly due to both image perspective transformations (i.e. scale changes,
image rotations or translations) and illumination changes. Interest points are commonly used as local features in many
image applications such as content-based image retrieval or object recognition. In particular, the corresponding feature
points in overlapping images can bematched among them using stereo vision techniques for three-dimensional (3D) image
reconstruction. Moreover, these feature points can also be good indicators of object boundaries and occlusion events in
image sequences.
The best-known interest point detectors include the Moravec algorithm, the Harris and Stephens algorithm, the multi-
scale Harris operator, the SUSANdetector, genetic-programming algorithms, and affine-adapted interest point operators [4].
The Moravec algorithm [5] was one of the first. This algorithm defines the corner strength of a point as the smallest
sum of squared differences (SSD) between the point patch and its neighbors patches (horizontal, vertical, and on the two
diagonals). The Harris and Stephens detector computes the locally averaged moment matrix using the image gradients,
and then combines the eigenvalues of the moment matrix to compute the strength of each corner. The multi-scale Harris
detector works at different scales to produce a more robust detector which responds to interest points of varying sizes in
the image domain. The SUSAN operator (an acronym for Smallest Univalue Segment Assimilating Nucleus) is highly robust to
noise and it finds corners based on the fraction of pixels that are similar to the center pixel within a small circular region.
Some authors, such as [6], have introduced genetic programming (GP)methods to automatically synthesize image operators
aimed to find the interest points in an image. These GP operators use fitness functions which measure the stability of the
operators through the repeatability rate, and also promote the uniform dispersion of detected points. Finally, a detector
which adds robustness to perspective transformations has also been proposed in [3]. These affine invariant interest points
can be obtained thanks to an affine shape adaptation process in which the shape of a smoothing kernel is iteratively warped
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tomatch the local image structure around the interest point. Schmid et al. [7] have proposed different techniques to compare
interest point detectors.
The purpose of this work is to introduce a novel approach to computing the interest points of an image using complex
network analysis. We associate a weighted geometrical and fast-computable complex network to each image that gives
some valuable information about the location of the interest points, and we can rank the regions of an image according to
the relevance of each region (according to variations of the intensity, color and other parameters) in the whole image. The
use of complex networks with a spatial structure are usual in several real-world applications [8], but this work presents
a new use in the realms of computer vision. Since the classical mathematical definition of the interest points is mainly of
local nature, we use local measures of the associated network, and we discuss the use of other tools and properties of the
weighted geometrical network.
2. Feature detection through sparse networks: interest point detection
The relevance and complexity of problems stated in the computer vision field have motivated the use of different
approaches coming fromawide range of scientific areas, including partial differential equations [9],wavelets [10] or physics-
based models [11]. In this work, we propose a mathematical model based on complex networks that can help to give
alternative solutions to some problems that come from computer vision.
The use of tools and techniques of complex network analysis in problems dealing with computer vision is an appealing
scientific topic that have been stated in recent years [12] and that it is far from being well understood. From amathematical
point of view, a gray-level image I of size N × N is a non-negative matrix I = (Iij) ∈ MN×N such that every entry Iij has an
integer value (typically between 0 and 255 if we are dealing with 8-bit images). Therefore, the new idea introduced in [12]
consists in associating a complex network G = (X, E) to each image I in such a way that we can analyze some properties of I
from the structural and dynamical properties of G. One of the first mathematical models related to this idea was introduced
in [13]. If I is a gray-level image of N × N pixels, we can associate to it a weighted network G = (X, E) of |X | = N2 nodes in
such a way that each node corresponds to each pixel of I , and the weight of each link (i, j) ∈ E is
w(i, j) = ∥−→fi −−→fj ∥2,
where ∥·∥2 denotes the Euclidean norm and−→fi ∈ Rm is a feature vector that describes some local visual properties about the
respective image pixels [13]. Using the L-expansion of such a network G, an image characterization method and an image
segmentation algorithm were obtained in [13] that showed the link between the visual properties of an image I and the
local structural properties of G. Other examples of complex networks associated to an image can be found in [14], where a
visual saliency detector method related to a Markov chain on another associated network Gwas proposed.
The main disadvantages of the associated networks introduced in [13,14] deal with the computational complexity of
such networks in the case of having a large number of pixels. This inconvenience is due to two different facts. On the one
hand, the number of nodes of the associated network G is the same as in the original image I , which makes computations
on G quite slow. On the other hand, the weighted network is always a complete weighted graph, which implies inefficient
computations (in time and memory). As a computationally efficient alternative, we propose to consider a complex spatial
network G with fewer nodes and many fewer links (actually it is a sparse network) associated to each image I , as is shown
in the following definition.
Definition 2.1. Let I be an N × N gray-level image, such that for every pixel of it p = (i, j) we have its intensity value
f (p) ∈ [0, K ], and let R = R(I) = {r1, . . . , rk} be a watershed-based segmentation R = R(I) = {r1, . . . , rk} of I such that we
have a set of pixels X(R) = {p1, . . . , pk} ⊆ I verifying that, for every 1 ≤ j ≤ k, pj ∈ rj. We define the (undirected) gradient
network of the image I associated to the segmentation R and the pixel set X(R) to the undirected and weighted network
G(I) = (X(R), E) such that for every pi, pj ∈ X(R) the link weight in the network is defined as
w(pi, pj) =
|f (pi)− f (pj)| if ri and rj are adjacent regions in R(I),
0 otherwise. (2.1)
Remark 2.2. There are several methods to spot these pixels from the segmentation R (such as, for example, by choosing
the centroid of each region, at random, and many others), but the results obtained are similar since all the pixels in a given
region have similar intensity.
We could also modify the previous definition in order to produce directed gradient networks, but the results obtained
would be similar to those from the undirected case.
Remark 2.3. Since the segmentation of I is watershed based, the gradient network G(I) = (X(R), E) obtained is sparse, and
its number of nodes k ≪ N , which makes the computations on such networks much more efficient than those previously
stated in the associated networks. It is easy to check that the networks introduced in [13] or [14] can also be defined using
this model, considering simply the appropriate feature vector describing some visual properties of each region rj.
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The main goal of associating a (weighted) complex network to each image is to analyze some visual properties of the
image from the structural and dynamical properties of the corresponding network. In this way, we can spot the interest
points of an image I by using some structural properties of its associated gradient network G(I). The heuristics behind the
proposed methods deal with the fact that the interest points are related to points with high gradient values compared to
their surrounding pixels. Aswe pointed out above,many of the classic algorithms for the detection of interest points (such as
theMoravec algorithm, or the Harris and Stephens algorithm) are based on this idea, and thereforewe should try to translate
them into structural properties of the associated network. Under the perspective of discrete mathematics, having in mind
that the associated network G(I) is a weighted network related to the difference of intensity between adjacent regions of the
image, then points with high intensity gradient are related to points of high centrality in the associated network. Hence, we
can spot the interest points of an image by computing the centrality of the corresponding nodes in the associated gradient
network.
There aremany different centralitymeasures of the nodes of a network (see, for example, [8]), each one of different nature
and with different applications. The range of centrality measures goes from the local level (i.e. only taking into account the
neighbors of each node) to the global scale (i.e. considering the whole structure of the network). Therefore, we propose two
different methods according to these two scales that are the classical level in the analysis of complex networks.We consider
the following classic centrality measures (see, for example, [8]).
Definition 2.4. Let G = (X, E) be a (directed or undirected) weighted network. If i ∈ X , its strength is given by
s(i) =

(i,j)∈E
w(i, j),
wherew(i, j) is the weight of the link (i, j) ∈ E.
After normalization, it is well known that the strength function is a centrality measure that allows us to rank the nodes
of the network by a local criterion. In the global scale, we will consider the following classic centrality measure, introduced
in [15].
Definition 2.5. Let G = (X, E) be a (directed or undirected) weighted and connected network and A ∈MN×N its adjacency
matrix. The Bonacich centrality vector of G is a positive vector v = (v1, . . . , vN) ∈ RN+ such that the following hold.
(i) Atv = ρ(A)v, where At denotes the transpose of A and ρ(A) is the spectral radius of A.
(ii) ∥v∥1 = v1 + · · · + vN = 1.
It is well known that, by using the classic Perron–Frobenius theory for non-negativematrices, it is always possible to find
the Bonacich centrality vector, which is a centrality measure that allows us to rank the nodes of the network by a global
criterion.
By using these centrality measures, we can introduce the following criteria for spotting the interest points of an image.
Definition 2.6. Let I be an N × N gray-level image and let G(I) = (X(R), E) be its gradient network associated to the
segmentation R = R(I) = {r1, . . . , rk} and the set of pixels X(R) = {p1, . . . , pk} ⊆ I .
(i) The local scale detector is given by the vector cs = (s(p1), . . . , s(pk)) ∈ Rk+, where s(p1) is the strength of node pi in the
network G(I).
(ii) The global scale detector is given by the vector cg = v = (vp1 , . . . , vpk), where v is the Bonacich centrality of the network
G(I).
Nowwe can introduce two different criteria according to the previous vectors by considering that the higher the detector
for a node pj is, the higher its interest is.
Fig. 1 shows the results produced by our two proposed local and global centrality approaches on the same Cameraman
image at a 256× 256 spatial resolution. The global centrality method based on Bonacich centrality (i.e. highest-eigenvalue
method) was applied by filtering the best 30% of the points with highest interest, producing 9 interest points located at the
head region. The local centrality method (i.e. strength-of-vertex method) was applied by filtering the best 40% of the points
with highest interest, producing 49 interest points uniformly distributed along the strongest edge regions in the image.
The better results regarding the interest point location produced by the local-scale centrality approach over the global-
centrality one are related to the local nature of the gradient operator in image processing. In consequence, we developed
an improvement in order to refine the positions of the originally located interest points based on the strength of the node
centrality. This is described and discussed in the next section.
Having introduced these twomethods, the empirical tests show that the results obtained are quite different. Despite this,
we can give an analytical result that measures the difference between the two methods, simply measuring the difference
between the strength and the Bonacich centrality of a weighted network, as is shown in the following.
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Fig. 1. Visual comparison between our interest point detectors. The one on the left is based on global centrality and the one on the right is based on the
use of local centrality.
Theorem 2.7. Let G = (X, E) be an undirected weighted network with N nodes such that its adjacency matrix is given by
A = (w(i, j)), where w(i, j) ≥ 0 is the weight of link (i, j). If u = (u1, . . . , uN) ∈ RN+ is the Bonacich centrality of G and
s = (s(1), . . . , s(N)) ∈ RN+, where s(i) is the strength of node i ∈ X, thenu− s∥s∥1

1
≤ N∥s∥1
ρ2(A)
max
1≤i,j,ℓ≤N
|w(i, ℓ)− w(j, ℓ)|, (2.2)
where ρ(A) is the spectral radius of A and ∥(w1, . . . , wN)∥1 = |w1| + · · · + |wN |.
Proof. On the one hand, since u is a non-negative eigenvector of the transpose of A, by using the Perron theorem (see, for
example, [16, Chapter 8]), then it is easy to check that, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ N ,
⟨u, ei⟩ = 1
ρ(A)
N
j=1
w(j, i)⟨u, ej⟩ = 1
ρ(A)
N
j=1
w(i, j)⟨u, ej⟩,
which makes that, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ N ,⟨u, ei⟩ − 1Nρ(A) ⟨s, ei⟩
 ≤ 1ρ(A)

N
i,j=1
w(i, j)

max
1≤i,j≤N
|⟨u, ei − ej⟩|,
since ∥u∥1 = 1 and u is non-negative. Therefore, summing over all 1 ≤ i ≤ N , we get thatu− 1Nρ(A) s

1
≤ N∥s∥1
ρ(A)
max
1≤i,j≤N
|⟨u, ei − ej⟩|. (2.3)
On the other hand, since ∥u∥1 = 1 and vectors 1Nρ(A) s and 1∥s∥1 s are parallel, then, by a straightforward geometrical argument
and plugging (2.3) in, we get thatu− 1∥s∥1 s

1
≤
u− 1Nρ(A) s

1
≤ N∥s∥1
ρ(A)
max
1≤i,j≤N
|⟨u, ei − ej⟩|. (2.4)
Now, since u is an eigenvector of the transpose of A, if 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, then we obtain that
|⟨u, ei − ej⟩| = 1
ρ(A)
 N
ℓ=1
(w(i, ℓ)− w(j, ℓ)) ⟨u, eℓ⟩
 ≤ 1ρ(A) max1≤ℓ≤N |w(i, ℓ)− w(j, ℓ)|,
which is a consequence of the classic Hölder inequality for the ℓ1 and ℓ∞ norms inRN . Finally, combining the last expression
with (2.4), we obtain the result. 
As a consequence of the previous theorem, an analytical connection between the local and global criteria is obtained,
since these detectors are based on the strength and Bonacich centrality vectors, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Visual comparison between the House image of the Harris and Stephens detector (on the left) and our complex network detector based on the use
of local centrality (on the right). In both images 466 interest points were detected.
Fig. 3. Visual comparison for the Plane image of the Harris and Stephens detector (on the left) with our complex network detector based on the use of
local centrality (on the right). In both images 466 interest points were detected.
3. Computational tests of the methods
In this section, we compare in two different test images the results achieved by a usual image-processing-based interest
point detector (Harris and Stephens detector [4]) with our complex-network-based detector. Figs. 2 and 3 (respectively)
show the results on the two known benchmark House and Plane images at a spatial resolution of 256 × 256. The results
have been obtained by producing the same number of interest points (466 points for the House image and 224 points for the
Plane image, respectively) for both algorithms. As can be noticed in the case of the Harris and Stephens detector, all of the
points (in red, on the left image) appear more concentrated on the strongest edge image regions. On the other hand, for our
local centrality method, the interest points obtained are located on the same regions but they are more sparsely distributed
around these edges. Aiming to get a better visualization, the points obtained by our method are ranked and colored in three
different categories according to their respective importance (red= high, blue=medium, and green= low, respectively),
as shown in the right images of Figs. 2 and 3.
It is remarkable that we have detected some interest points on edge regions which were not detected by the Harris and
Stephens algorithm. In a certain sense, our method has increased the detection of spread interest points around the high-
gradient image regions despite losing some quality if we compare our result with the interest points detected by the Harris
and Stephens algorithm. This effect is produced due to the fact that the complex network is created by the oversegmentation
of the original image (using themorphological watershed)where only one pixel of each region (i.e. its centroid) is selected to
define a network node. If several interest points were placed in the samewatershed-resulting region, then only one could be
detected by our approach. In order to overcome this limitation, we areworkingwith some fast-computation post-processing
techniques that help to increase the method’s accuracy and help to spot the interest point more sharply.
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